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T 0 all ‘whom it may concern .' 
Be it known that I, FRANK RAISBECK, 

a citizen of the United States, residing 
at Bloomington, in the county of McLean 
and State of Illinois, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Manure 
Spreaders, of which the following is a speci 
?cation, reference being had therein to the 
accompanying drawing. 
The invention relates especially to spread 

ers of the class in which ‘each is provided 
with a beater adapted to rotate rapidly‘ 
about a transverse axis and with a movable 
bottom adapted to support the manure and 
feed it slowly backward to be engaged and 
distributed by the beater. - 
The object of the invention is to provide 

in such a spreader and in combination with 
the heater and the movable bottom a rake 
device of improved form and mounting 
adapted to engage the load at points adja 
cent the beater and to regulate its movement 
and the distributing action of the beater. 
In the drawings I have shown a beater 

mounted concentrically with the main axle 
of the spreader, but it will be understood 
that so far as certain features of the inven 
tion are concerned there can be variation in 
this respect. And it will be further under 
stood that as concerns the detailed construc 

_ tion of the movable bottom, and the driving 
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mechanism therefor, and of the various 
other parts there can be considerable vari 
ation and modi?cation according to the 
wishes of the designer. 
In the accompanying drawings: Figure 1 

is a longitudinal vertical sectional view 
through a spreader embodying my inven-. 
tion. Fig. 2 is a transverse vertical sectional 
view taken along the line 2—2_of Fig; 1. 
In, this view the beater with its driving 
‘mechanism and the driving mechanism for 
the movable bottom are omitted for the sake 

. of simplicity. Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic rear 
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view partly in section showing the relation 
ship of the rotary rake to the load. Figs. 
4 and 5 are detailed views of one of the 
guide devices for the rake. Fig. 6 is a frag 
mentary side view- showing one form ’ of 
driving mechanism for the movable bottom. 
Fig. 7 is a fragmentary view partly in sec 
tion of the driving mechanism for the beater. 
Fig; 8 is a transverse sectional view of the 

, . 

driving mechanism. Fig. 9 is a detail view 
of one of the ?ngers of the rake. 
Referring to the drawings, 1 represents 

the body of the spreader supported at its 
‘front end upon the dirigible wheels 2 and at 
its rear end upon the axle 3 which in turn 
is supported on the ground wheels 4:, 4. In 
terposed between each ground wheel 4: and 
the axle‘ there is provided an automatic 
backing ratchet‘ 5 of the usual sort. 
_6 represents the rotary beater which is 

shown as mounted directly upon the axle 3. 
The beater is provided with a large number 
of radial ?ngers 7, 7. For imparting 
motion to the beater any suitable form of 
mechanism can be used. For purposes of 
illustration I have shown. a disk 8 secured 
to the axle 3 and provided with a cylindrical 
?ange having inward projecting gear teeth. 
Loosely mounted on the axle 3, but ?xedly 
connected to the beater is a sleeve 9 having a 
series of outward projecting gear teeth. 

10 is a casing freely mounted for rota-a 
tion on the axle and carrying three pairs 
of ?xedly connected pinions, one pinion of 
each pair meshing with the teeth on, the 
disK 8 and the other meshing with the teeth 
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on the sleeve 9. By means of a lever 11 en- ' 
gaging a lug on the casing 10, the casing 
can be held against rotation and when it is 
so held power will be transmitted from the 
axle through the gear teeth and the pinions 
to drive the beater. When the lever 11 is 
moved to disengage the lug, the casing 10 is 
permitted to freely ‘rotate, and the beater is 
permitted to stop its rotation. 

12 represents the movable bottom for the 
body and it can be constructed and support‘ 
ed in any usual or preferred way. As shown 
it is of the endless type and passes over idler 
sprockets 13 at the front and over sprockets 
14 at the rear mounted on the transverse 
shaft 15. The upper strand of the bottom 
is preferably supported by means of a>"se~ 
ries of rollers 16. For driving the bottom 
any suitable mechanism can be provided, 
but for purposes of illustration I have 
shown an eccentric 17 mounted on the axle 
3 and a ratchet wheel 18 mounted on the 
shaft. 15 and connected'therewith. ' ' 

19 and 20 are arms independently mount-. 
ed to oscillate about the axis of the shaft 
'15. The arms are provided respectivelyv 
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with spring pressed pawls 21 and 22 en 
:zring' the ratchet wheel 18. 

is an eccentric strap engaging he ec~ 
centric 17. Links 24 and 25 connect the 
strap with the two arms 19 and 20 re 
spectively. The result is that when the 
eccentric l7_is turned the two arms 19 and 
20 are oscillated in opposite directions so 
that one pawl is engaging}; the ratchet wheel 
to turn it while the other is being retracted. 
In this Way the movable bottom is given a 
substantially continuous, but relatively 
slow, movement to feed the load backward 
toward the beater, 

22“ is a pawl support mounted to oscillate 
about the. shaft 15. It can be controlled by 
means of a link 22". This support 22u can 

adjusted to hold the pawls out of en 
gagement with the ratchet wheel 18 and 
thusbreah the power connection between 
the axle and the movable bottom. 
The sides of the body 1 are preferably 

extended upward near the rear, as indi 
cated at 26, 26. Formed in these extensions 
26, 26 are slots inclined upward and back 
ward at such an angle that lines perpendicu~ 
lar to their axes approximately at the center - 
will. intersect the axis of the beater. In 
other Words the axis of the slots are tan 
gent to a cylindrical surface concentric with 
the beater. In each slot there is mounted 
a suitable guide member 27 which can be 
advantageously formed. as shown in detail 
in Figs. % and 5. 
across the body is a shaft 28. The ends of 
this shaft project respectively through the 
two slots at 53? and serve trunnions. At 

each end or". the shaft there is provided collar 25) adapted to engage the outer sides 

of the members ‘2? and prevent any consid 
erable longitudinal movement of the shaft. 
The collar which is loosely mounted on 
the shaft, may be held in place by means of 
a nut’ or Washer 20“. Preferably‘ though 
as concerns certain features of the inven 
tion not necessarily, springs 29‘’ are ccn~ 
nected, respectively, to the collars 29 and 
serve to ‘press the shaft 28 toward the lower 
ends of the slots. Connected with the shaft 
28 are series of ?ngers 30‘projecting radially 
therefrom. As shown there are four series 
of ?ngers, each series extending substan 
tially from one side of the body to the 
other; but it will be understood that as 
concerns the exact number and arrange 
ment of ?ngers there can be variation so 
far as features of the invention are con 
cerned. Preferably the ?ngers 30 are ta 
pered for a considerable distance back from 
the points, as indicated in Fig. 9. ' 

' From the foregoing description. the op 
eration of the spreader will. be readily un 
derstood. The spreader is loaded in the 
usual manner. the approximate initial out 
line of the load being indicated by dotted 
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lines in Fig. 1,. During the loading the 
rake, being freely movable'in the slots5 is 
in its lowermost position, as indicated, and 
it serves to temporarily hold the load leach: 
out of engagement with the beater. 

After loading and after the spreader has 
been transported to the place Where distri 
bution of the manure is to take place the 
heater is connected with. the axle and it im— 
mediately starts to rotate rapidly, as the 

load is held out of engagement with it aforesaid by the rake. At about the same 

time the movable bottom is set in. motion , ._ 
- . . i . 

and the load is carried backward towaro 7 
the beater. As the load moves barhward 
the rake will be'shoved upward and beek 
warrl along the slots to permit the lower 
stratum of the load to come into contact 
with the beater. As the rear parts of this 
stratum are torn oil by the beater and the 
other parts are forced rearward the ‘rake 
slowly turns, one set of ?ngers after an 
other coming into engagement with the ma 
nure. The lingers are long sharp-pointed 
rodsaml are arranged in four rows. As a 
row of ?ngers moves downward, it pone‘ 
trates deeply into the top stratum of the 
load. The lingers contact with and enter 
the manure at such an angle that they ef 
fectually arrest the advance of the top stra 
tum and prevent the upper part of the load 
from crowding to the beater. The body is 
loaded advantageously by piling the ma» 
terial higher at the front, but the action of 
‘he rake is to ultimately have the beater suD- ' 
plied - no a stratum of approximately unz 
li'orm depth and a depth considerably less 
than that of the forward part of the origi‘ 
nal' load. The upper stratum is checked and 
relativ ly pushed backward, compelling it 
to ?nally advance on lines near the apron. 
The fingers, as stated, slowly rotate back~ 

ward and their points revolve on paths 
close to the outer circles of rotation of the 
beater ?ngers; and this results in second 
ary Work done by the rake for its in 
connection with those of the beater,v acting 
to ln-cah up the material that is picked up 
by the heater and preventing large clots or 
masses from being thrown upward and 
backward; they assist in. a thorough disizr 
tegration. ‘The position. of the rake will of 
course vary from time to time in accord 
ance with the irregularities of the load, but 
on account of» the peculiar angle at which 
the slots are located the distance between 
the rake and the beater will remain sub 
stantially constant. It will further be seen 
that not 0111’ can the rake as a Whole move 
upward or downward, but that one and can 
move independently of the-other‘ as ‘indi 
cated in Fig. Of course the upper sur 
face of a load will he very irregular and 
by my invention I have provided a rake 
adapted to automatically accommodate it» 
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self not only [to longitudinal irregularities‘ 
of the load but also to the transverse irregu 
larities. ’ ' i ' 

I am aware that it has heretofore been 
proposed to‘provide a rake device adapted 
to cooperate with a beater initially in hold 
ing the load back and ?nally in breaking up 
and shredding the material, and I myself 

- have heretofore proposed to provide a ro 
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tatable rake device adapted to be rotated ~ 
' under the in?uence of the backward moving 
load. But I believe myself bymy present. 
invention to be the ?rst to provide such a 
rake device movable in ?xed guides and 
controlled solely by the load so‘as to be 
entirely free to follow the irregularities 
thereof. ' » ' , 

What I claim is: 
1. In a manure spreader, the combination ‘ 

of the beater, the load-carrying apron, the 
power devices for actuating the beater and 
,the apron, the rotary rake in-front of the 
heater and disconnected from the power _de-, 
vices, and the load-carrying body adapted 
to support a load of. manure which extends 

. to planes above the lower part of the rake, 
said rake having a shaft of short diameter 
and elongated sharpened teeth adapted to 

- ' rotate relatively slowly under the action of 
_80 they upper stratum of the load and'retard 

said stratum while permitting the ‘lower part . 
‘to advance toward the beater, and said rake 
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bein freely mounted at its ends in guides on 
the, ody, each of said ends being free to 
rise and fall independently of the other and 
independently of the power mechanism.“ 

2. Ina manure spreader, the combination 
of the beater, the load-carrying apron,power 
vdevices for actuating the heater and the 
apron, the loosely mounted rotary rake in 
front of the beater, and the load-carrying 
body adapted‘ to support aload of manure 
which extends to planes above the lower part 
of the rake, said rake having elongated 
sharpened teeth adapted to rotate relatively 
slowly under the action of the ‘upper part of 
the load and penetrate it on forward and 
downward inclined lines .to ‘retard said, 
stratum vwhile permitting the lower part of 
the load to advance toward‘ the beater and 

in guides arranged on vlines tangential to 
circles around the beater, each of said ends 

as 
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said rake being freely mounted at its ends -' ' 

being free to- rise and fall independently of 
the other and of the power mechanism, and 
springs norm'ally drawing the ends of the 
beater to the lower ends of the guides. ' . 
In testimony. whereof,~"I' atlix my signa 

ture, in presence of two witnesses. 
, _ FRANK RAISBEOK. 

_ Witnesses: ' 

TnEormLUs BROWN, 
_ JOSEPH H.'BROWNING. 


